For Melanie Beresford, nothing ever remains
the same. Here one day and gone the next,
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we live in a world of constant flux - where
loss and rebirth lay close at hand. In our
search for security we often ignore the
possibility of loss and to our own

" 264 Enmore Rd 1" Sculpture (above)

disadvantage. Like flames, relationships
quickly appear and disappear, homes are

60 Seconds "Yang En" - Drawing (Right side)

built and destroyed. Her close affinity with
materiality and its ability to engage beyond a
primary aesthetic level, has led her to
explore a range of media throughout her
practice. Influenced by her own life
experiences, her work has evolved as she
navigates humanity’s vulnerabilities.
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“264 Enmore Rd 4” Sculpture by Melanie
Beresford - Reviewed by N.LOPEZ
Melanie’s breadth and variety of practice and
the choices she makes to tell her stories do
not cease to amaze me. Melanie likes to
reminisce about her childhood memories, her
family home and the changes at its heart, her
own story growing up, coming of age and
evolving in the world too. She uses symbolic
materials such as hair, wood, fire as a
representation of the passing of time; the
steps one goes through in life and the choices
we face.
With the “264 Enmore Rd” Series, Melanie
recreates the fragile structure of her childhood
home and memories with wire and wool.
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Located in Sydney?

VISIT US ONLINE

Interested in buying one or

www.noellalopezgallery.com

more of the artworks shown on
Noella Lopez Gallery, we would
be happy to show you the
artworks in the "flesh" and
wave the insurance and freight
costs. Just contact us on
loveart@noellalopezgallery.com
to organise a suitable time.
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